Adventure awaits IF you choose to accept it!
Get ready for an adventure through time and a look into unexplored territory to the west. Study artifacts, maps, and primary sources to...

Escape the Room!

To escape the room, you must complete each task to learn the answer to your escape question...

*Why do you think the Lewis and Clark Expedition is important to us then and now?*

Adventure awaits IF you choose to accept it!
Go to the next page to enter the room if you dare!
Escape the Room!
Explore here to find hidden clues that answer the escape question! Hover over parts of the room to find the 4 tasks you need to unlock the door.
Why do you think the Lewis and Clark Expedition is important to us then and now?
Can You Escape the Room?

Why do you think the Lewis and Clark Expedition is important to us then and now?

How would you convince someone that the expedition is important? What evidence would you use?

With your group, come up with a plan to share what you have learned to escape the room!